A biopsy of the use of the Baxter formula to resuscitate burns or do we do it like Charlie did it?
The Baxter formula is commonly used to calculate fluid requirements. Baxter reported that 12% of patients would require more than 4.3 mL/kg per percentage of total body surface area (%TBSA). We anecdotally observed that we frequently exceeded the predictions of the formula, and we wondered if this was unique to our practice. We studied our last 11 burn-related resuscitations and collected fluid resuscitation data from US burn centers. Twenty-eight centers were queried, and 6 centers shared data. We were therefore able to study the resuscitation data of 50 adult patients. For 29 patients (58%), 4.3 mL/kg/%TBSA was exceeded compared with the 12% reported by Baxter. These findings suggest that in actual practice, fluid volumes administered are larger than the Baxter formula predicts. This survey does not explain why. Possible reasons for the larger fluid volumes are as follows: (1) the sample is not representative; (2) the formula is used improperly; (3) burns have changed and require more fluids; (4) burn care has changed.